Abstract. In this paper we describe a technique for reconstruction of a static 3-D scene from a monocular image sequence. The problem is formulated as a stochastic filtering problem where state variables describe the scene and the camera parameters, and images are observations of this state. This rather general problem formulation allows us to drop requirements otherwise requested, like knowledge of the camera motion path, or the necessity to have a binocular or a trinocular image sequence. The scene is represented as a set of 3-D line segments, edges contours etc. The computation time of each state update is linear with the number of scene line segments. In the paper the achieved results are given and conclusions are derived.
Introduction
Reconstruction of a three-dimensional (3-D) scene from a sequence of images known as structure from motion has been a topic of active research in the field of computer vision in recent years. We present a technique for a static 3-D scene reconstruction by processing a sequence of monocular images. Furthermore, the knowledge of the camera motion path is not required for the scene reconstruction. The camera path is computed as a side result by the presented technique. However, some known (reference) part of the scene must be contained in a few initial images of the sequence.
The scene reconstruction is provided by a nonlinear stochastic filter. The state of the filter consists of the 3-D scene description parameters and the parameters specifying camera position and orientation. At each time instant when an image is captured and processed, the state estimate is updated, this is called a measurement update. Between the measurement updates, the state estimate is updated by system dynamics (basically camera motion dynamics), this is called a time update.
To provide correct data for filtering, correspondences between line segments in subsequent images have to be established. This is done by tracking line segments in the two-dimensional (2-D) image plane. Predictions of line segments in the next image are computed by Kalman filters, one separate filter for each line Hlav~i6, ~ira (Eds.): CAIP '95 Proceedings, LNCS 970 9 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1995 segment. This is an another layer of stochastic filtering. Line correspondence is found using stochastic data association.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a brief survey of related work. In section 3 we describe the proposed technique. In subsections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, issues concerning measurement update, time update, state initialization, line segments tracking and efficiency of computations, respectively, are treated. In seciion 4, our current implementation is described and achieved results are given. Finally, the conclusions are derived and further research is proposed in section 5.
Related work
Many authors use a binocular or trinocular vision system on a mobile robot to build a local map of the environment [6] , [1] . The 3-D scene is reconstructed by triangulation of the corresponding line segments from stereo matching between the three-view images. A global map of the environment is obtained by integrating a sequence of stereo frames taken, while the robot navigates in the environment [10] . Correspondences between 3-D line segments in consecutive frames are kept by tracking 2-D line segments in an image sequence of one of the cameras [5] . The displacement of the robot can be estimated given correspondences of 3-D line segments between frames, which can be used to calibrate the cameras [11] . By merging line segments observed in different frames a better estimate of the line segments is achieved.
Instead of estimating the displacement of the robot, the authors of [8] and [7] have chosen to measure its movement by additional sensors. They match feature points in binocular images by searching on corresponding epipolar lines in the other image. New observations due to camera movement will reduce the spatial uncertainty of the 3-D points by means of information integration.
The problem of stereo matching can be avoided by tracking 2-D line segments in subsequent images. In [3] , [4] , [5] line segments in subsequent images are tracked, by modeling their movement. The correspondence is used to reconstruct 3-D line segments for each pair of subsequent images. The camera position is provided by a robot controller. By fusion of 3-D data from different view points, an accurate and complete representation of the scene can be obtained.
Scene reconstruction by stochastic filtering

Representation
We have chosen to represent a 3-D scene by a set of line segments in 3-D space. Each line segment 1 is specified by coordinates of its begin-and endpoint in a world coordinate system, l = (xb, Yb, Zb, x~, y~, z~) t. The camera position (and orientation) in 3-D space is specified by six parameters 0 = (o~, fl, 7, t=, ty, tz) t. A point with homogeneous I coordinates X~ = (x~o, Yw, z~, 1) t can be transformed into a camera centered coordinate system (coordinates Xc = (xr y~, zr l) *) by matrix left multiplication with a 4 • 4 transformation matrix M. Obviously, matrix M is a function of camera parameters ~ = (a,/3, 7, t~:, ty, tz) t. Hence, X~ = M(e)X~.
(
A point with coordinates (xc, yr zc) in the camera centered coordinate system is projected onto the image plane at coordinates (u, v) given by
A line segment on the image plane is represented by the image plane coordinates of its begin-and endpoint, q = (ub, vb, u~, v~) t. From (1) and (2) it follows that vector q is a function of parameters 0 and I specifying the camera and 3-D line segment positions.
We introduce a state vector xt specifying the 3-D scene and the camera position at time t, defined as x~ = (11,~, t2,~.., l~,~, 0p,,, eo,~) t,
where li,t, i = 1... n specify 3-D line segments observed so far, and Op,t, Oc,t are camera parameters at the previous time instant and the current time instant respectively. We define an observation vector as the vector of image plane coordinates of observed line segments as
Coordinates of line segments which have been observed for the first time in the current image are excluded from the observation vector and their processing is deferred until the next image. Lines 11,..., ln-m are observed for at least two times in the past and lines l~-,~+1,..., l~ are observed for the first time in two consecutive images (thus their processing has been deferred until now). The state vector xt is unknown, and we may consider it to be an outcome of a random variable X,. Probability distribution of Xt expresses our knowledge of the scene and the camera position at time t. This probability distribution is updated at each time instant the image is captured and processed, the measurement update, and also in between these time instants, the time update. This process is called stochastic filtering.
From now on we will denote by t-the time instant just before processing an image at time t, and by t+ the time instant just after processing an image at time t. We will also assume that X, is normally distributed, Xt "~ N(-~t, Pt), and therefore fully specified by its mean )(t and covariance P~. The probability distribution updates are then identical to updates of the mean and covariance.
1 Homogeneous coordinates of a point in IR 3 is a 4-vector p = (ax, ay, az, a) ~, where x, y, z are the coordinates of the point in a common sense, and a is an arbitrary nonzero real number. In our ease a is always equal to 1.
Measurement update
Line segments found in processed images are subjected to random perturbation due to imaging errors, presence of noise, etc. The observation vector Yt obtained from an image at time t can be also considered to be an outcome of the random variable Yr. We may assume that
where h(Xt_) is an ideal projection of line segments onto the image plane using equations (1) and (2), and ~t is a random perturbation having normal distribution with zero mean and covariance Rt. Probability distribution of Xt+ after Yt = yt has been observed can be expressed in terms of probability density functions (pdf-s) using Bayes rule fx,+(x) = fx,_ty,(xlv,) -fx,_,y,(x, y,)
The density fx,_ (x) is the density of X before making the observation and from equation (5) 
it follows that the so-called likelihood function fYtlX,-(Ytl x) is fy,,x,_ (y~lx) = f~,(w -h(.)).
Due to a fact that the likelihood function (7) is a nonlinear function of state and observation vectors, the updated distribution of Xt+ will not be normal.
However, it may be approximated by a normal distribution obtained in the following way:
A maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of state x, that is x = Xmap maximizing fx,+ (xlYt) is computed:
2. The nonlinear function h(x) is linearized at point x = Xmap, so that h(x) ~ h(~m~p) + Vh(~m~p)(X -~m~p),
where Vh(2map) is the Jacobian of h(xmap). 3. Approximation (9) is substituted into (7) and the Bayes rule is then evaluated. This leads to a normal a posteriori distribution Xt+ '~ N(5:map, Pt+),
From formula (10) it follows that by measurement update the uncertainty of the state is decreased. 
Equations (lla) represent the fact that the scene is static, equation (11c) states that the camera is moving smoothly, so that its position can be extrapolated linearly and vt is the random deviation of the camera position from an expected one.
Then the state transition in time is given by the following equations x(t+a,)_ = (12)
with X(t+At)-and P(t+At)-being the mean and covariance of the updated probability distribution of X at time t + At before processing the next image. From (13) it follows that the uncertainty of the state (namely of the camera parameters) is increased.
State initialization
The a priori covariances of the unknown parameters are set to (some) large values. The uncertainty of the few initial camera positions is diminished by the measurement updates, when a known part of the scene is captured. When new lines enter the camera view, their processing is deferred until the next image, when the corresponding line pairs are formed. Initial line parameter estimates are set to values obtained by the triangulation, and the initial covariances are also set to large values. By processing subsequent images, the uncertainty of the parameters is diminishing.
Tracking line segments
Correspondence between line segments in subsequent images is provided by tracking 2-D line segments in the 2-D image plane. If the time difference between images from a smoothly moving camera is small, line movement on the 2-D image plane is smooth too. This can be used to predict the next position of the 2-D line segment by a Zalman filter (see also [4] and [5] ). A state vector of a 2-D line segment contains information about the line segment's position, velocity and acceleration. The predictions of the line segment's position in the next image are made using an assumption that 2-D lines are moving with constant acceleration. An actually observed line segment is assigned to the predicted one, if the Mahanalobis distance between the predicted and the observed line is smaller than some threshold.
Efficiency of computations
The most time consuming operations involved in stochastic filtering are the maximization problem (8) , and the covariance update (13). The dimensions of the state vector, the observation vector and the covariance matrices might be very large, for instance for 100 lines the covariance Pt has the dimension 612 • 612.
To avoid computation of matrix inversions and square roots 2, we have used a procedure updating directly a square root of the inverse of the eovariance matrices [9] . Equation (10) 
where p~l = S;_~S~-I, p~+l = S;-~_S;'~_, and R~ -1 = S~tS~ 1 . One solution of (14) with respect to S;'+ 1 is (15)
\5~ Vh(~map) / "
This solution does not have the same dimension--as S~-J, however, it can transformed by QR-decomposition into a form
Qt't~_ = (S~o-~ ) .
(16) S~-+ 1 is an upper triangular matrix and the requested solution of (14) has a proper dimension. By exploiting the structure of matrices S~-~ and SR1Vh(~map), QRdecomposition can be performed line by line in a time linear with the number of lines [2] . Solution of (14) is requested as well when maximizing (8) by iterations. The overall improvement of the computation time by avoiding matrix inverses, square roots and by exploiting the structure of matrices is more than 100-fold!
Implementation and results
The 3-D scene reconstruction has been implemented in Matlab Numeric Computation and Visualization Software. The Matlab program processes the line images with an already established correspondence between lines in subsequent images. The processing is performed off line.
We have processed a sequence of images of the scene shown in figure 1 . The camera was moving on a rail above the scene with a constant speed of 140 mm per image, and at the same time it was rotating around the axis with the speed of 20 per image. The objects were at a distance of about 4 m from the camera. The image sequence with the extracted line segments is shown in figure 2 . The edges 2 The square root of a matrix P is is a matrix S such that P = SS t. If some matrix S is a square root of P, then matrix SQ, where Q is an orthogon~l matrix, is also a square root of P. decreasing rapidly, the standard deviations of line parameters are below 50 m m after processing four images.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper the 3-D scene reconstruction problem is viewed as a stochastic filtering problem, where the state is a parametric representation of the scene and the camera position, and images are the observations. At the moment, the scene is limited to a set of line segments. This technique can be extended to other different features, like circular arcs, etc., by parameterizing them and using an appropriate projection equation (equation (5)) in the measurement update. Another question is, whether the assumptions made about the distribution of perturbations and the state are valid. If there are many noise sources that influence the random perturbations ~t and wt, then their distribution tends to be Gaussian. This leads to approximately Gaussian distribution of the state Xt after the updates. An accurate identification of distributions of ~t and wt is essential for the overall accuracy, and will be a topic of the future research.
We have proposed the algorithm reducing the computation time to time linear with the number of lines in the images. It should be possible to implement the system in real time. A future scenario is, that a person carrying the camera is scanning an industrial object and measures with the system its geometrical description. The system would be applicable in the CAD/CAM area.
